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The

Richfield

Member

of

the

lower

Middle

Devonian

Lucas

Formation is represented in the subsurface of northeast Isabella
County, Michigan as a 180-foot-thick sequence of Interbedded lime
stone, dolomite and anhydrite.

Richfield lithofacies within the

study area re fle c t deposition in a complex patchwork mosaic of evap
orative supratidal, in te rtid a l, shoal, and subtidal environments.
The present
almost

e n tirely

carbonate

units

variations
by

in

Richfield

post-depositlonal

have

undergone

porosities

diagenetic

pervasive

were caused

changes.

dolomltlzation

The
of mud

matrix, leaching of allochems, and extensive anhydrite v o id -fillin g .
The best

porosity

developments

are

associated

complete dolomitizatlon of the carbonate mud.

with

partial

to

Replacement of dolo-

m lcrite by anhydrite and la te r dissolution of replacement fabric
anhydrite

also

contributed

carbonate reservoirs.

to

secondary

porosity

within

the

Compaction and dewatering of the primary

sulfates provided the source for the anhydrltizing solutions which
produced diagenetic cements.
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INTRODUCTION
Among the major concerns facing the petroleum geologist trying
to exploit petroleum reserves 1n a carbonate section are the origin
and distribution of porosity 1n that sequence.

An understanding of

the deposltlonal and diagenetic history of such a sequence Is essen
t ia l for the generation of new and more profitable prospects.
Deposltlonal

patterns

of

carbonate

patterns of water movement and d1agenesis.
in

arid

tid al

f la t

environments where

rocks

commonly

control

This 1s especially true
high

evaporation

rates,

minimal amounts of r a in fa ll, and restricted circulation combine to
cause the elevated water s a lin itie s responsible for penecontemporaneous dolomitlzation (Shinn, Ginsberg, & Loyd, 1965) and porosity
modifications (Choquette & Pray, 1970).
The Richfield Member rocks of the lower Middle Devonian Lucas
Formation in northeast Isabella County contain

sediments charac

te ris tic of deposition In a warm, shallow, restricted, hypersaline
lagoonal

and adjacent

sabkha tid al

f la t

environment.

Recorded

deposition 1s sim ilar to the deposition of carbonates and evaporltes
1n the modern Persian Gulf (Butler, 1969; Kendall & Sklpworth, 1969;
Shearman, 1978).

1
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Location of Richfield Study Area
This study focuses on four Richfield o il fields located within
the central Michigan Basin.

The study area Is located 1n northeast

Isabella County and encompasses those portions of Vernon, Isabella,
Denver,

and Wise townships which contain

Leaton, and Wise o il fie ld s .

the Vernon,

Rosebush,

The field s are between T15N and T16N,

and R3W and R4W 1n the Michigan township and range coordinate system
(Figure 1).
Geologic Setting and Regional Paleogeography
Detailed studies of the structural evolution of the Michigan
Basin have been undertaken by numerous authors.

Treatment of the

basin’ s tectonic history may be found 1n Investigations by P lrtle
(1932),

Newcombe (1933),

Ells

(1969),

H1nze and M erritt

(1969),

Sleep and Sloss (1978), Fisher (1979), and Prouty (1983).
Most authors agree that the basin developed Its current, nearly
circular shape by the Middle Ordovician based on thickened s tra ti graphic units within the central

part of the basin (L llle n th a l,

1978).
The Michigan
time.

Basin

subsided

progressively

during

Paleozoic

Maximum basin subsidence during the Paleozoic occurred In

Silurian and Devonian time as each period contributed approximately
4000 feet of limestones, dolomites, evaporltes, and shales to the
central basin (Fisher, 1979).

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

ISABELLA COUNTY

v

•r

Figure 1.

Location of Study Area Within Isabella County,
Michigan.
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The positive features which surrounded the Michigan Basin, that
1s, Wisconsin Arch, Kankakee Arch, Findlay Arch, and Algonquin Arch,
a ll

played a major role

In contributing sediments to the basin

throughout Its history (Figure 2).
According to recent reconstructions of paleogeographlc posi
tions

based on paleomagnetlc data,

the study area was situated

between 10-15* south latitud e (Hablcht, 1979; Dott & Batten, 1981),
within

a climatic

and geographic setting

sim ilar to the modern

Persian Gulf.
During Middle Devonian time most of the Michigan Basin was
submerged beneath a warm,

shallow sea.

This sea was given the

informal name Lucas Sea by Briggs (1959).

The major spillway for

normal marine waters entering this sea was the Saginaw In le t (Figure
3 ).

The smaller Benton Harbor In le t existed 1n the southwest, but

is believed to have contributed only small amounts of water for a
short time from the Illin o is Basin (Melvin, 1984).
Borehole cores of the Richfield in the study area contain sedi
ments characteristic of deposition In a warm, shallow, restricted,
hypersaline lagoonal and adjacent sabkha-type environment.

West of

the study area, sabkha-type deposition became more widespread and to
the east,
1974).

more nearly normal marine conditions existed

(Gardner,

S alin ity fluctuations within the shelf lagoon played a major

role 1n the deposition of carbonate and evaporlte sediments.
The fields in the study area a ll
northwest-trending regional

parallel the well-developed

folds of the central

basin.

Fisher

(1979) considers these folds to be the result of movement along

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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/

basement

faults

during

Early Mlssisslppian

time.

These faults

extend up Into the M1ss1ss1pp1an Coldwater Shale 1n the study area.
Stresses from the Early Pennsylvannlan Appalachian Orogeny probably
also played a role 1n the enhancement of these folds.

Prouty (1983)

1n his wrenching model, considers the folds to be the result of
la te ra l offsetting of both shear faults and shear folds.
Stratigraph1c Nomenclature
In the subsurface of the Michigan Basin, the Middle Devonian
Detroit

River Group 1s composed of the Sylvanla Sandstone,

the

Amherstburg Formation (or "black lim e"), and the Lucas Formation, in
ascending order (Figure 4 ).

Regional unconformities separate the

Detroit River Group from the underlying Bo1s Blanc Formation and the
overlying Dundee Formation (Dorr & Eschmann, 1981).

In the central

basin the Detroit River Group Is 1450 feet thick and thins toward
the basin margins (Melvin, 1984).
The term Richfield Member was f ir s t
dolomite section
(1951).

at the

applied to the porous

base of the Lucas Formation by Landes

More recently, Gardner (1974) divided the Lucas Formation

into the Richfield Member and Freer Sandstone, the Iu tzl Member (or
Massive Anhydrite), and the Horner Member (Figure 5).
Purpose and Scope of Richfield Study
This study was undertaken 1n order to determine the deposltional systems Involved 1n the emplacement of the Richfield unit and
to Investigate the petrography, diagenetic history, and development
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of porosity
County.

In

four Richfield o il

An attempt

fields

1n northeast

relate

fie ld

was made to

Isabella

geometries

and

petrographlc variations with changes 1n facies and hydrocarbon accu
mulations.

The knowledge of where and why pores occur In the rocks

Investigated 1n this study w ill aid In further exploration efforts
for valuable energy resources In Michigan.
One hundred thin sections were prepared from selected Intervals
1n six cores 1n order to study petrographlc characteristics within
the Richfield In the study area (Table 1).

All thin sections were

oriented perpendicular to bedding, mounted 1n blue epoxy resin to
highlight porous Intervals, etched, and stained with A lizarin Red S
(Friedman & Sternbach, 1982) to more easily distinguish c alclte from
dolomite.
The

stratigraphy

of the

study

area

can be

displayed

by

Compensated Neutron Log (CNL) structural cross sections (Plates 1
and 2 ). Maximum porosity values recorded for

each "zone"

were

determined using CNL/Lltho Density cross-plot methods and charts.
Porosity and permeability values corresponding to the studied
Intervals

were determined by Core Laboratory’ s conventional

plug

analysis.
Previous Work
Most lite ra tu re concerning the Middle Devonian Richfield Member
1s Included 1n regional studies of the Detroit River Group.
studies Include those by Landes (1951), Briggs (1959),

and

(1964).
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Table 1
Cores Used In Present Study and Footages Retained at
Western Michigan University

Operator and
Well Name

Permit
Number

Location
of Well

Footages
Retained

Summit PetroleumE. Anderson 1-31

35475

31 16N 3W
NW SE SW

4678’ -4797’

Tope 011Gus Pappas #1

34960

2 15N 4W
NW NE NE

4675’ -4677’
4705*-4710.5*
4720’ -4729.5’
4744’ -4749.6’
4755.5’ -4788’

Apollo ExploratlonEpple 3-30

35622

30 15N 3W
SE SW NW

4651’ -4707’

Apollo ExploratlonSada Hovey 2-36

36826

36 16N 4W
NW SW NW

4757’ -4758’
4778’ -4791’
4798.3’ -4799.5’
4803’ -4805’

Apollo ExploratlonWezensky 2-30

35637

30 15N 3W
SE NW NE

4580’ -4597’
4599’ -4613’
4642’ -4669’

Apollo ExplorationPappas 1-11

35757

11 15N 4W
NW NE NE

4682.5’ -4684’
4689’ -4693’
4695’ -4699.8’
4704.4’ -4708’
4712’ -4713’
4718’ -4737’
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Gardner (1974) Included the Richfield Member in his regional
stratigraphic and depositional environment analysis of the Michigan
Basin, and Hautau (1954) discussed the relation of the Richfield to
o il and gas production.
surface stratigraphy
Gladwin counties.

Melvin (1984) investigated Richfield sub

and deposition within

Michigan’ s Clare

and

Matthews (1977) correlated the evaporite cycles

and lithofacies of the Horner Member in the north-central portion of
Michigan.
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RICHFIELD PRODUCTION
The Richfield has been a source of significant quantities of
hydrocarbons in the north-central and Saginaw Bay area of Michigan
since 1941 when Sun Oil Company d rille d the Bauman #1 discovery well
In AuSable (then Richfield) township In Roscommon County.
the Devonian Detroit

River

"sour zone"

and Richfield

In 1983,
zone were

ranked second behind the Middle Silurian Nlagaran reefs as the most
popular d rillin g objectives, accounting for 21% of Michigan's oil
and gas d rillin g a c tiv ity (Brlcker, 1984).
The Richfield
anhydrites.

is a sequence of interbedded dolomicrites and

In the study area the Richfield is about 180 feet thick

and contains up to fifte e n separate dolomite zones, each 2 to 10
feet

In

Richfield

thickness.
is

A "type"

Illu s tra te d

in

log

and core description

Figure

6.

Zones

have

of the

different

producing characteristics within a fie ld and producibility varies
between fie ld s .
Each of the field s in this investigation is currently producing
o il and gas from the Richfield.
1930’ s producing

from the

Each fie ld began its l i f e

overlying

Devonian Dundee

in the

Formation.

Subsequent production, aside from the Richfield, has or continues to
come from the M1ss1ss1pp1an Michigan Stray Sandstone, the Devonian
Traverse

Group,

and

the

Devonian

Lucas

Formation

"sour

(Michigan Department of Natural Resources, 1981).
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Figure 6.

"Type" Log and Core Description of the
Richfield.
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Generally only the lowermost dolomltlzed strom atolitic zones of
the Richfield in the study area contain sufficient quantities of
hydrocarbons for production.
as its

Although the Richfield probably acted

own source for much of the hydrocarbon m aterial,

it

is

believed that some of the hydrocarbons also migrated upward from the
underlying Devonian Amherstburg Formation (or "black lime") 1n the
"stair-step" type fashion suggested by Melvin (1984), around the
more discontinuous lower anhydrites until a sealing anhydrite unit
was encountered.

Plate 1 is a CNL cross section through the Vernon

and Rosebush fields and depicts this entrapment.
Presence of commercial o il in the Richfield zone is controlled
mainly by structure,
"pay".

and o il, gas,

and water are found in each

Structure contour maps of each of the four field s in the

study area are shown in Figures 7 through 9.

The Vernon and

Rosebush fields have essentially combined to form a single larger
fie ld and this is depicted 1n Figure 7.

According to Hautau (1954),

the "pays" on producing structures are "limited in areal extent by
the lim its of porosity and permeability.

In more porous zones,

’ pays’ are limited by edge water or high percentage connate water
saturation."

The results

of

the

present

study

are

in

close

agreement with Hautau’ s conclusions.
The Summit Petroleum Corporation’ s E. Anderson 1-31 well

in

Wise township is located 1n a structurally low area between the
Rosebush and Wise field s (Figure 7 ).
the core from this well
certain Intervals.

Core Laboratory analysis of

documents that good porosity exists

in

These porous intervals, however, are associated
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Richfield Structure of the Vernon/Rosebush
Field on Top of Richfield Carbonate Zone 3.
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figure 8.

Southwest Portion of T16N R4W Showing Richfield
Structure of the Wise Field on Top of Carbonate
Zone 3.
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Carbonate Zone 10.
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with high water saturation values.
of water saturation,

the well

Because of this high percentage

produced no hydrocarbons and was

plugged and abandoned.
Porosities 1n the fields of the study area range between 0-30%
and permeabilities range between 0-40 md.
with permeabilities averaging 3 md.

Average porosities are 8%

Core Laboratory analysis guide

lines consider the Richfield to be oil-productive In Michigan when
porosity Is greater than 4% and permeability Is at least 7.5 md
(Table 2).
Although the
producing Interval

Richfield

has been termed the

of the Lucas Formation,

"sweet

crude"

sour zones do exist.

According to Gardner (1974) an equation of the type:
CaSO^ + 2C + H2 O * H2 S + CaC03 + CO2
could account for the sulfurous character of the o il

1n certain

zones.
In it ia l production values 1n the area generally range somewhere
between 3-100 bopd.

In wells having high In it ia l production rates,

production characteristically diminishes to much lower rates 1n a
short time.

These diminished rates can be sustained for many years

with proper conservation of reservoir energy.
Producing Intervals are treated with acid to enhance recovery.
Reservoirs have gas-solutlon drives and care must be exercised not
to deplete the gas supply and " k ill" the reservoir prematurely.
The wells 1n the study area have good bottom-hole pressures and
seem to

produce

steadily

without

repressurlng

the

reservoir.

Repressurlng has been trie d In the past without much success (E.
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Table 2
Core Lab, Inc. Parameters for Richfield Producibility

NIL
Permeability <.1 md
Porosity <.5%
0 - 70 o il sat. 10% - 100% water sat.

Permeability .1 -.5 md
Porosity >4%
0.5% - 5% o il sat. <50% water sat.
OIL
Permeability > 7.5 md
Porosity >4%
>5% o il sat. <50% water sat.
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Taylor, personal communication, February 12, 1985).
Some wells have a problem with paraffin wax both clogging the
pores at the face of the reservoir and lining the tubing walls as
the o il cools In rising to the surface (E. Taylor, personal communi
cation, February 12, 1985).
Another problem Is the salt that Is commonly produced along
with the o il.

Wells must be routinely flushed with fresh water to

avoid the salt-plugging or destruction of downhole pumping equipment
(Bolton, 1981).
The Richfield throughout Michigan has responded favorably to
waterfloodlng projects 1n the past (Bolton, 1981).

Such projects

are now planned for the Rosebush and Wise field s of the study area
(E. Taylor, personal communication, February 12, 1985).
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RICHFIELD DEPOSITIONAL ENVIRONMENT
Introduction
According to Gardner (1974),

the in it ia l

1nterbedd1ng of tan

dolomicrites of the Richfield with dark, fossilIferous limestones of
the Amherstburg Formation ("black Hme") indicates the cessation of
normal

marine

conditions

and the

commencement

of

lagoonal

and

sabkha-type conditions in the Michigan Basin.
Using stratigraphic correlation cross sections of the Michigan
Basin, Gardner (1974) showed the base of the Richfield to be time
transgressive,
unresolved.

but

exactly where

to

assign

this

base

is

s t ill

On e le c tric logs, Gardner (1974) and H H enthal (1978)

chose the base as being the bottom of the last anhydrite stringer,
but according to Hautau (1954) the correct base lie s at the top of
the coralline "black lime".
areas

of

the

state,

This discrepancy arises because 1n many

including

the

study area,

there

exists

a

gradational change between the coralline "black lime" and.'the f ir s t
anhydrite stringer.
Richfield
anhydrite

is

This investigator believes that the base of the

correctly

stringer

picked

and

that

as being the bottom of the
the

transitional

zone

is

last
more

representative of Amherstburg deposition.
The evaporites and carbonates in the cores used in the present
study record Richfield sedimentation in a predominately in te rtid a l
to

very

shallow subtldal

environment.

Carbonate and evaporite

22
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deposition at this time was re la tiv e ly continuous, although evidence
does exist for short periods of subaerlal exposure, most commonly
manifested as r1p-up clasts deposited during storm events, leached
oolites, and nodular sabkha-type evaporltes.
The restricted
structures,
Indicate

a

fauna,

excellent

and presence of thick,
stressful

environment

preservation

of

algal

mat

subaqueous evaporlte sequences
as

would

be expected 1n

hypersallne, low-energyshelf lagoon/sabkha complex

a

as shown In the

deposltlonal model 1n Figure 10.
The presence of the lagoon suggests the existence of a barrier
shoal.

According to Gardner (1974) the lagoon/sabkha complex was

bordered to the east by a barrier shoal of oolites and stromatolites
which formed along an
complex.

embayed belt near theseaward edge of the

This 1s supported by the presence of thin washover beds of

oollths 1n some of the wells In this study area.

This seaward shoal

would dissipate wave energy and provide the protected environment of
the lagoon.
The depth of water 1n the lagoon varied with the rate of
evaporation and recharge from the open ocean.

Water depths probably

never exceeded 10 meters (B.C. Schrelber, personal communication,
November 12, 1984).
The vertical
represent

sequence of llthologles 1n the Richfield Member

laterally-m igrating

deposited over each other

environments

through time,

changes 1n water depths and s a lin itie s .

(facies)
mainly

which

were

1n response to

A generalized Richfield

deposltlonal cycle 1s Illu strated 1n Figure 11.

I t 1s Important to
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Erosion surface -7
SUPRATIDAL
FACIES

Nodular Mosaic
Anhydrite

Randomly-aligned
Anhydrite

INTERTIDAL
FACIES

Vertically-aligned
Anhydrite

Stromatolites

Laminated Flat
Algal Mats

SUBTIDAL
FACIES
Pelletal or Ooid
Grainstone

Erosion surface

Figure 11.

Top of Underlying
Cycle

Idealized Richfield Deposltlonal Cycle.
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note that variations within a cycle can and do occur.
The "Massive Anhydrite" of the lowermost portion of the Iutzl
Member caps the Richfield and 1s about 60 feet thick in the study
area.
Description of Lithofacies
Laminated Algal Mat Facies
The laminated algal mat facies 1s characterized by alternations
between thin, buff to brown dolomicrites and dark, parallel-lying
algal mats (Figure 12).

The excellent preservation of algal mat

structures

suggests

growth

under

conditions,

but hypersalinlty alone

predation-free
is

hypersaline

insufficient c rite ria

exactly determining the environment of deposition.

for

Flat mats can

form 1n a variety of hypersaline deposltlonal settings ranging from
shallow subtidal (Neumann, Gebelein, & Scoffin, 1970) through upper
in te rtid a l
Shark Bay.

(Kendall & Skipworth, 1968) to lower supratldal, as In
An interpretation of shallow water deposition of the

laminated algal

mat lithofacies

within a hypersaline,

low-energy

shelf lagoon seems most appropriate in the context of the total
environmental interpretation.
Anhydrite laths are commonly found interspersed throughout this
lithofacies type with the greatest concentration of laths located
within the more permeable algaily-bound layers.

Pellets and sub

rounded, fine to medium quartz sand are found bound within the algal
filaments of some mat layers, while others are composed of micrite
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Figure 12.

Laminated Algal Mat
Facies.

between the algal mats.
Alaal Head and Stromatolite Facies
During periods when the barrier shoal restricted free access to
the open ocean, Intense evaporation within the lagoon caused the
shoreline to migrate 1n a seaward direction.

This la te ra l migration

forced the subtidal f la t mats to give way to In te rtid a l algal heads
and stromatolites (Figure 13).

This su b tld al/ln tertld al

Interface
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CENTM ETRE
Figure 13.
can

be

seen

to

have

Stromatolite Facies.
frequently

fluctuated

as

evidenced

by

alternating layers of stromatolites and f la t mats observed in core
samples.

During times when wave action was s lig h t, re la tiv e ly f la t

mats formed,

while during times of slig h tly more Increased wave

action, convoluted algal heads or stromatolites formed.

Each of

these facies is extensively dolomltized.
Pellets and quartz s i l t are found associated with each facies
to some degree and anhydrite is observed In the form of laths,
nodules, and cement.
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Pelletal Facies
During periods of recharge from the open ocean, more normal
marine conditions prevailed in the lagoon.

Pellets and ostracode

debris were commonly washed Into the lagoon at this time.

The

lith ofacies Is characteristically a homogeneous dark brown color and
Is

extensively

dolomltlzed

(Figure

14).

Anhydrite

laths

and

secondary anhydrite cement are also commonly observed.
O o litic Facies
Occasionally

the

waters

agitated to cause oo lite

1n

the

lagoon

were

s u fficien tly

formation and the development of small

o o lite shoals, perhaps at the mouths of tid al channels.
lith ofacies

is

characterized

by

moderately

to

dolomltlzed oolites set 1n a tan dolomite matrix.
o o lite zones show evidence of subaerial

The o o litic

well

sorted,

Upper portions of

leaching, yielding

"pin

point" porosity (Figure 15), while oolites In the lower portions of
some Intervals

have been so dlagenetlcally altered as to become

almost unrecognizable.
Burrowed Facies
During rare occasions of more normal marine conditions within
the

lagoon,

browsing

establish

themselves.

s a lin ity

would

and

burrowing

However,

ultim ately

k ill

organisms

an Increase
them

and

conditions 1n which only algae could survive.

would

begin

1n evaporation
create

to
and

hypersaline

The burrowed facies
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C E N T IM E !
Figure 14.

Pelletal Facies.

CENTIMETRE
Figure 15.

Oolite Zone Exhibiting
"Pin-Point" Porosity.

CO

o

1s characterized by bloturbated grey limestone (Figure 16) and 1s
characteristically v e rtic a lly far removed from any anhydrite units.
Nodular Anhydrite Facies
This facies consists of varying amounts of white to bluishwhite nodular anhydrite encased within brown dolomlcrlte
17).

(Figure

Most variations of the nodular, nodular-mosaic, and mosaic

structural types described by Malklem, Bebout, and Glalster (1969)
are represented in the Richfield.

Supratldal nodular anhydrite 1s

present, but the majority of the nodular anhydrites are thought to
be

the

product

of

subaqueously-deposlted

gypsum

which

has

diagenetically transformed Into anhydrite.
In many anhydrite units an upward gradation from v e rtic a lly aligned nodules Into more equant-shaped nodules 1s commonly observed
(Figure

18).

Loucks

and Longman

(1982)

suggest

that

such

a

gradation may represent desslcatlon of the lagoon.
Ponded-type conditions of the tid al
some core Intervals.

f la t

are represented 1n

Figure 19 depicts such a ponding situation.

Under subaqueous conditions vertically-aligned anhydrite developed.
As conditions freshened a t r i f l e ,
conditions became dryer again,

algal mats recolonized.

When

nodular anhydrite developed which

grew displaclvely within the algal m aterial.

The growth of these

more equant nodules possibly occurred within the capillary zone on a
supratldal f la t .
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CENTIMETRE

Figure 16.

Burrowed Limestone
Faci es.

Figure 17.

Anhydrite Nodules Set
Within Brown Dolomicrite.
Note How the Dolomicrite
is Contorted Between the
Nodules.
CO

ro
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I "
Figure 18.

CENTIMETRE

Core Slab Photo Showing
Gradation from V ertica llyAligned to More RandomlyAligned and Equant Anhydrite.

Figure 19.

Ponded Situation.

RICHFIELD DIAGENESIS AND POROSITY DEVELOPMENT
Introduction
Chemical diagenetlc processes are more important to pore system
evolution in carbonate rocks than physical deposltlonal processes
(Longman,

1980).

Exceptional

porosities

may

be developed

by

penecontemporaneous or secondary processes such as dolomltizatlon
and leaching while cementation may completely o b lite ra te porosity.
Based on observations In this study, the present variations 1n
Richfield

porosities

were

caused

depositional diagenetlc changes.

almost

e n tire ly

by

post-

Intense evaporation and restricted

marine circulation within the Richfield lagoon/sabkha complex were
conducive to the production of dense,

hypersaline brines which

contributed to the onset of early diagenesis o f the primary marine
sediments.

In most Instances primary facies characteristics remain

recognizable
solution,

despite

replacement,

the

diagenetlc

neomorphism,

modifications

produced

by

compaction,

and cementation.

Both replacement and neomorphism may be p a rtia l

or complete, but

neither process generally results 1n the destruction of pre-existing
sedimentary features.
Richfield diagenetlc textures can be described 1n terms of
th e ir

effects

environment.

on

porosity

and

assigned

a

probable

diagenetlc

The guidelines of Choquette and Pray (1970) w ill be

used for determining porosity type (Figure 20).

Only those porosity

34
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types which are volumetrlcally Important within a given sample are
Id e n tifie d .

Thus,

the

porosity

within

an oo lite

composed of

replaclve dolomite crystals may be Intercrystalline with respect to
the component crystals, but on a larger scale I t

1

s Intrap article

porosity.
The carbonate units of the Richfield have been sub-divided Into
"zones" based on sim ilar production characteristics.

"Zone" desig

nations corresponding to the studied Intervals coincide with those
depicted on the Tope-Gus Pappas #1 "type" log shown 1n Figure

6

.

Porosity and permeability values for the studied Intervals were
determined by Core Laboratory’ s conventional plug analysis.
Richfield Carbonates
General Statement
Following deposition, the carbonate sediments of the Richfield
lagoon/sabkha complex were modified
processes.
dolomltlzatlon

Most
of

carbonate
m lcrlte

units

matrix,

extensive anhydrite v o id -fillin g .

by a number of
have
leaching

undergone
of

diagenetlc
pervasive

allochems,

and

The best porosity development 1s

associated with partial to complete dolomltlzatlon of the carbonate
mud (Gardner, 1974).

Replacement of dolomlcrlte by anhydrite and

la te r solutloning of replacement fabric anhydrite also contributed
to secondary porosity within the carbonate reservoirs.
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Dolomltlzatlon
It

has long been recognized by various

carbonate mud

1

authors that

s more easily dolomltlzed than larger

particles (Chllingar, 1956; Murray, 1960; Powers, 1962).

fine

carbonate
The large

surface area to volume ratio makes these small grains more reactive
to dolomltlzing solutions.

The carbonte mud deposited 1n the low

energy, quiet regime of the Richfield shelf lagoon/sabkha complex 1s
extensively dolomitlzed.
Several models of dolomltlzatlon have been proposed over the
years to account for the variety of geologic settings and formative
processes which produce dolomite.

According to Longman (1981) only

three of these models are capable of producing the re la tiv e ly thick
reservolr-quality dolomites found

1

n ancient carbonate sequences.

These models are the seepage refluxion model (Adams & Rhodes, 1960),
the "sabkha" or evaporative pumping model (IlH n g , Wells, & Taylor,
1965; McKenzie, Hsu, & Schneider, 1980), which both require hypersa
lin e conditions, and the non-hypersallne mixing zone model (Hanshaw,
Back, & Deike, 1971; Badiozamani, 1973; Land, 1973).
The mixing zone model

Involves the creation of a zone of

brackish water caused by the mixing of meteoric water and sea water.
The dilution of the sea water allows the Mg/Ca ra tio to remain very
high,

but

slows

the

rate

of

concentration of competing 1ons.
dolomltlzatlon

1

crystallization

and

reduces

the

Longman (1981) notes that optimal

n the mixing zone occurs where the ra tio of meteoric

water to sea water 1s 5:1 and that such fluids would necessarily be
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highly undersaturated with any evaporltes.
evaporltes of

the Richfield

are

Since the carbonates and

so Intimately

allie d

another, this model does not seem useful 1n this case.
p o ssib ility

that

dolomltlzatlon;

the

however,

evaporltes
this

formed

also

seems

with

one

There 1s the

la te r

unlikely

than
due

to

the
the

abundance of nodular dlsplaclve anhydrite within the dolomltlzed
zones.

Such

nodules

are

believed

to

represent

growth

of

dlagenetlcally transformed lenticular gypsum crystals which formed
1n the wet sediment soon a fter deposition (B.C. Schrelber, personal
communication, November 12, 1984).
tend to

be of the

"limpid"

Finally, mixing zone dolomites

variety

(Folk,

1980),

whereas the

Richfield dolomites are generally quite "dirty" 1n appearance.
In the

evaporative pumping model,

concentrated by evaporation

1

hypersaline pore fluids,

n an arid supratldal zone, migrate up

from a shallow water table by capillary forces.
evaporlte

precipitation

and dolomite

The fluids cause

replacement

of

aragonltlc

sediment.
Since this dolomitlzatlon model produces only re la tiv e ly thin
(less than 1 meter) dolomite crusts of local extent (Longman, 1981),
It

too,

seems an inappropriate model

to fu lly

extensive dolomitlzatlon 1n the Richfield.
1

n the study area can be many meters

persistent.

It

1

account for the

The Richfield dolomites

n thickness and are la te ra lly

does seem reasonable,

however, that evaporative

pumping was to some degree responsible for dolomltlzatlon In local
areas.

The evaporative pumping mechanism may have been responsible

for generating nuclei for la te r c rystallizatio n .
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The seepage refluxion model of Adams and Rhodes (1960) seems
best to explain the dolomitlzatlon 1n the Richfield.

In this model,

the water lost by evaporation greatly exceeds the Influx of normal
marine water entering through an In le t.

The In le t In this case was

most probably the Saginaw In le t which linked the shallow Lucas Sea
with the open ocean (Figure 3 ).
of normal marine waters,
lagoon concentrated

the

During periods of decreased Influx

evaporation within the Richfield shelf
sea water

beyond the

point

of

gypsum

saturation which removed Ca2+ 1ons from the water, yet le f t residual
SO4 2" 1ons.

Residual S042“ Ions occur because normal marine water

in it ia lly has a much higher concentration of
Ca2+ ions.

S042' 1ons than i t has

Kinsman (1969) notes that the molar ra tio of

to Ca2+ ions In normal sea water Is approximately 3:1.

S042- Ions
The removal

of the Ca2+ ions caused an Increase In the Mg/Ca ra tio , and the Mgenriched brine, being denser than the sea water f illin g

the pore

space, seeped downward through the metastable H1gh-Mg calclte and
aragonite of the shelf lagoon flo o r.

In this fashion large volumes

of Mg-rlch water passed through the previously deposited carbonate
sediments causing dolomltlzatlon and the release of Ca2+ 1ons In the
process.
S042’

These released Ca2+ 1ons then combined with the residual

1ons

e ffectively

to produce even more calciumsulfate.

This

process

doubles the amount of calcium sulfate that 1 s produced

and explains the abundance of evaporltes present 1n the Richfield
(Shearman, 1978).

I t should be pointed out that a small amount of

dolomite may have already been

1

n the sediment as a result of
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supratidal

evaporative

processes,

thus

suggesting

multi-stage

dolomltlzatlon for the Richfield.
The following equations, modified from Shearman (1978, p. 19),
Illu s tra te

the geochemical

processes which were active

1

n this

evaporltlc environment:
(1) 2H20 + Ca2+ + S042' = CaS04 -2H20 + residual S042"
(11) Mg2+ + 2CaC03 = CaMg(C03

) 2

+ Ca2+

(111) Ca2+ + S042” = CaS04
I t Is clear from the preceding discussion that the dolomltlzing
brines

formed

penecontemporaneously with

undolomltlzed carbonate observed

1

the

evaporltes.

Any

n core samples can be Inferred to

have been deposited above refluxlng brine levels or uninvaded by
brines from subsequent lagoons.
Neomorphism
The term neomorphism was Introduced by Folk (1965) as a term
describing a ll mineral transformations

1

n which the mineral either

remains intact or Is converted Into a polymorphous mineral.

Impor

tant neomorphic processes are the Inversion of aragonite to calclte
and the recrystalI1zat1on of H1gh-Mg calclte to Low-Mg c a lc lte .

The

neomorphism of carbonate mud (either aragonite or Hlgh-Mg ca lclte)
to m icrlte was the f ir s t major diagenetlc event to have occurred
within

the

Richfield

carbonates

and

greatly

reduced

primary

deposltlonal porosity.
The neomorphism process 1s complex and Involves solution of the
smallest grains, reprecipitation of th eir substance as overgrowths
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on larger grains, inversion ( i f the mud were o rig in ally aragonitic),
and solid replacement (Folk, 1965).
Evidence of continued neomorphism from m icrite to microspar and
then pseudospar is preserved in certain Richfield carbonate zones
(Figure 21).

Carbonate zone 4 (Figure

6

) in a ll studied wells is

composed primarily of limestone with both microspar and pseudospar
present.

Inclusions of clay and organic matter in the original

carbonate mud appear to have been pushed aside during the growth
process and now serve to highlight the crystal shapes (Figure 21).
The formation of microspar and pseudospar caused complete diagenetic
alteration of primary depositional texture.
According to

Folk

(1974)

the transformation

of m icrite

to

microspar requires the removal of the growth-inhibiting Mg^+ "cage"
which surrounded each calcite

polyhedron

in

the m icrite.

The

magnesium can be removed by a number of processes, but either fresh
water flushing or leaching by Low-Mg brackish water seems most
lik e ly .
The large dolomite rhombs observed within some limestone units
are generally associated with patches of pseudospar.
cloudy in

appearance,

probably due to calcite

The rhombs are

inclusions,

thus

suggesting a secondary replacive origin for the dolomite (Figure
22).

Where magnesium ions existed in te r s titia lly in the greatest

concentrations, dolomite rhombs formed.
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Figure 21.

Neomorphism of M icrite to Microspar (Lower Portion
of Photo) and Continued Growth to Pseudospar (Upper
Portion of Photo). Note Irregular Crystal Shapes
and Large Dolomite Rhomb in Center of Photo.
4716.25' Anderson 1-31 250X PL Zone 4.

Figure 22.

Large Replacive Dolomite Rhombs Within Pseudospar.
Cloudy Appearance of Rhombs is Probably Due to Calcite
Inclusions. 4716.25' Anderson 1-31 250X PL Zone 4.
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Replacement
The two most important replacement processes to have affected
Richfield carbonates are the replacement of limestone by dolomite
and the replacement of dolomite by anhydrite.

The Inherent molar

volume decrease associated with complete dolomite replacement of
limestone served to dramatically Increase porosity In the carbonate
units, while the la te r replacement of dolomite by anhydrite tended
to reduce this porosity.

Dolomitlc porosity developed prior to

maturation and migration of hydrocarbons.
The 11me muds of the Richfield

lagoon/sabkha complex were

dolomltized by refluxing brines which formed penecontemporaneously
with the Richfield evaporltes.
limestone has been to ta lly
dolomite (Figure 23).
crystalline
followed

and

or

limestone.

replaced by a uniform,

fine

sucroslc

Porosity in such Intervals 1s wholly In te r

formed

accompanied
Other

In most carbonate units the original

by

dolomite

by

replacement

dissolution

examples

of

of

of

the

Intercrystalline

limestone,
non-replaced

porosity

are

Illu s tra te d 1n Figures 24 and 25.
Dolomite crystal size 1s not uniform throughout every carbonate
Interval
in terval.
the

and often exhibits

within the

same

Dolomltized pelolds are much more fin e ly crystalline than

coarser

(Figure

marked differences

26).

dolomite

cement which f i l l s

Apparently

the

dolomite

1

nterpart 1 cle

rhombs have

porosity

selectively

replaced the Hme mud before the accompanying m lcrltlc pelolds.
Spherically-cont1nuous dolorhomb necklaces can be seen to surround
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Figure 23.

Fine Sucrose Dolomite Composed of Randomly
Oriented, Mutually Interfering Dolomite
Euhedra. Note Size Uniformity Throughout.
4694' Anderson 1-31 35X PL Zone 3.

Figure 24.

Intercrystal line Porosity.
4698' Anderson 1-31 100X PL Zone 3.
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Figure 25.

SEM Photo Showing Excellent IntercrystalHne Poros
ity . Pyrlte Frambolds are Visible In Upper Left of
Photo. 4699' Anderson 1-31 1000X Zone 3.

Figure 26.

Pelolds in Dolomite Matrix. Note Range of Dolomite
Crystal Sizes. 4699.5' Anderson 1-31 100X PL Zone 3.
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Figure 27.

Spherically-Continuous Dolorhomb Necklace
Surrounding Large Peloid. An Excellent
Example of Solution Enlarged Moldic Porosity.
4699.5' Anderson 1-31 100X PL Zone 3.

the peloids suggesting that the peloids were cemented by dolomite
before succumbing to partial

dolomite replacement.

Any peloidal

material which was not dolomitized has been solutioned away yielding
solution enlarged moldic porosity (Figure 27).
Retention of
replacement is

r e lic t

particu larly well

oo lite zones (Figure 28).
was

probably

or "ghost" textures

f ir s t

spar

preserved

following dolomite

in certain

Richfield

The sediment, orig in ally a porous oo lite,
cemented

under

fresh

water

phreatic
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Figure 28.

Dolomite Replacement of Oolites with Retention
of R elict or "Ghost" Texture. White Areas of
Photo are Areas of Anhydrite Cement.
4717' Anderson 1-31 35X PL Zone 4.

conditions (Longman, 1980) and then ultimately completely replaced
by dolomite.

This replacement process generally tends to obliterate

a ll of the o o lite ’ s internal structure, yet allows such things as
organic matter and other Impurities which can aid in the recognition
of such dlagenetically altered oolites to be retained.
Both the partial dissolution of more massive anhydrites and the
expulsion of sulfate-rich fluids from sediments during compaction
provided sources for the anhydrltizlng fluids which were responsible
for the anhydrite replacement of dolomite.

Replacement anhydrite

d iffers from p o re -fillin g anhydrite In that I t contains abundant
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Figure 29.

dolomite

Replacement Anhydrite. Note Abundance of Dolomite
Inclusions.
4729.5' Anderson 1-31 35X XP Zone 5.

inclusions

inclusion free.

(Figure

29).

P o re -fillin g

anhydrite

is

Dolomite rhombs are undisturbed by anhydrite growth

during incorporation.
The replacement of dolomite

by anhydrite

appears to

be a

re la tiv e ly early, shallow subsurface diagenetlc event which occurred
soon a fte r dolomitizatlon of the m lcritic sediment.

The dolomiti-

zation process released Ca^+ ions Into the surroundings and these,
in turn, combined with the expulsed S0 ^ ~ ions to in itia te dolomite
replacement.
An Important amount of replacement anhydrite is observed as
crystallotoplc anhydrite laths.

Such laths are discussed under a

separate heading elsewhere in this paper.
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Figure 30.

Calcite Replacement of Anhydrite. Large White
Area in Center of Photo is Calcite. Note the
Presence of Dolomite Rhombs "Floating" in the
Replacive Calcite.
4711.3' Anderson 1-31 100X PL Zone 4.

A volumetrically

less

important,

but

no

less

interesting

replacement texture which is observed within one of the younger
Richfield

carbonate

anhydrite (Figure 30).

zones

is

that

of

calcite

Carbonate zone 4 (Figure

texture particularly w ell.

replacement
6

of

) exhibits this

In thin section small anhydrite crystals

within the calcite can often be seen which are in optical continuity
with

the

surrounding non-calcitized

replacive origin of the calcite .

anhydrite

attesting

to

the

Also the cleavage of the calcite

can be seen at times to mimic that of the anhydrite (Figure 31).

It

is important to note that the dolomite rhombs are in no way damaged
by this replacement (Figure 32).
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Figure 31.

Partial Replacement of Anhydrite by Calcite. Bright
White Areas are Calcite. Note How Calcite Cleavage
Mimics That of Anhydrite in Left of Photo.
4711.3' Anderson 1-31 35X PL Zone 4.

The diagenetic sequence of events for carbonate zone 4 then is:
One or more episodes of dolomitization,

anhydrite replacement of

dolomite, and fin a lly c a lcitiza tio n of the anhydrite by solutions
which are undersaturated with respect to sulfate and saturated with
respect to carbonate.

This replacement must have occurred within a

realm of active water circulation, most probably within the fresh
water phreatic zone (Longman, 1980).
Compaction
Although Richfield carbonates almost certainly have undergone
significant compaction, direct evidence of this process is meager at
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Figure 32.

best.

Dolomite Rhombs "Floating" in Replacive Calcite.
Note That the Dolomite Rhombs are in No Way
Damaged by the Replacement Process.
4711.3' Anderson 1-31 100X PL Zone 4.

In thin section, grains and allochems rarely exhibit any of

the more common c rite ria used for the recognition of compaction in
packstones and grainstones (Flugel, 1982).
Oolites and shell fragments remain re la tiv e ly undeformed within
th e ir dolomite matrix.

Pray (1960) notes that the lack of deformed

particles does not necessarily connote weak compaction because such
particles may resist high pressures i f embedded within a plastic
matrix.

Bhattacharyya and Friedman (1979), using compression tests

of prepared mixtures of varying proportions of ooids and lime mud,
have established

that

a linear

relationship

exists

between
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an

Increasing proportion of

1 1

me mud and the proportion of undeformed

ooids.
Compaction effects within the Richfield appear to be minimal
where cementation had already formed a rig id framework.

Dolomltl

zatlon may possibly be another factor which Inhibits compaction
effects to some degree.

I t appears that dolomitlzatlon produced a

lith ifle d rock before compaction could produce strained grains or
overly-close packing
Certain

1

n grain-supported fabrics.

intervals,

however,

do provide direct

evidence

of

compaction, manifested at the megascopic level In the form of flu id
escape structures (Figure 33).

The sediment here has been disrupted

by the forced expulsion of In te r s titia l fluids during compaction.
The expulsed fluids percolated upwards following a zone of least
resistance.

The

o rig in ally much

algal

further

mat and m icrite
apart,

were

Interbeds

squeezed

which

together

as

were
a

consequence of this dewatering.
The sulfate-rich fluids expulsed from the Richfield carbonates
as a result of compaction were responsible for precipitating some of
the

early,

needle-1 1 ke,

porosity-occluding anhydrite
crystallotoplc

anhydrite

cements,
laths

Including

the

which are discussed

la te r in more d e ta il.
Cementation
P o re -fillin g

anhydrite cement Is

by fa r the most prevalent

cement type found within Richfield carbonate zones.
of this

Inclusion-free cement are commonly observed.

Two varieties
One
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Is a

CENTIMETRE
Figure 33.

Fluid Escape Structure.

blocky variety which appears to be restricted

to growth within

in terp artlcle and moldic pore space (Figure 34), while the other 1s
a bladed variety which is generally found developed within

the

larger, vuggy pore space where Individual blades of anhydrite had
room for unobstructed growth (Figure 35).
The anhydrite cements precipitated from sulfate-rich solutions
at re la tiv e ly shallow depths (Murray, 1964).

These solutions were

comprised of

both pore water

and the water of

released

the

to

as

gypsum went

anhydrite

at

crystallization
depth.

Rising

temperatures along the geothermal gradient may have helped to drive
such fluids out of the evaporitic sediments.
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Figure 34.

Blocky Pore-Filling Anhydrite Cement. Note the
Lack of Dolomite Inclusions Within the Anhydrite.
4761.5' Gus Pappas #1 35X PL Zone 9.

Hardie’ s (1967) study has shown anhydrite, not gypsum, to be
the stable

phase under conditions of

increased temperature and

decreased a c tiv ity of water (increased s a lin ity ).
s ta b ility

fie ld

of anhydrite,

Once into the

cements readily precipitated

from

solution and f ille d much of the available pore space.
Evidence
preserved

in

of

marine

some samples

phreatic
(Longman,

cementation
1980).

is

occasionally

Ostracode valves,

scattered throughout some pelletal packstone/grainstones, are often
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Figure 35.

Bladed Pore-Filling Anhydrite
Cement. 4686.5' Anderson 1-31
35X PL Zone 2.

rimmed by an isopachous cement (Figure 36).
the pellets,

were transported

into

Such valves, along with

the Richfield

periods of influx and were cemented by aragonite
deposition.

lagoon during
shortly

after

At times, ostracode valves can be seen to have formed a

shelter type of porosity under th e ir concave side.

In every observ

able instance, this type of porosity has been plugged by secondary
anhydrite cement (Figure 36).
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Figure 36.

Secondary Anhydrite Cement
F illin g Shelter Porosity Beneath
Ostracode Valve. Note Remnants
of Early Marine Cement Along
Ostracode Valve and That Anhydrite
Has Been Dissolved Away 1n Certain
Areas Yielding a Solution Enlarged
Moldic Type of Porosity.
4699.5' Anderson 1-31 35X PL Zone 3.
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Solution
Solution processes played a very important role in Richfield
reservoir development.

The solutionlng of replacement-fabric anhy

d rite by percolating low -salinity groundwaters contributed greatly
to

the

enhancement of porosity

in many carbonate zones.

The

recharge area for these low -salinity groundwaters presumably was the
broad expanse of the
precipitation,

sabkha which, during periods of

served as a regional

dissolving solutions.

increased

source for these anhydrite-

This system was of an ephemeral nature and

probably only developed during certain storm events.
Anhydrite dissolution is most pronounced within the subtidal
and

in te rtid a l

Samples

of

carbonate

pelletal

evidence of

this

lithofacles

packstones

and

dissolution while,

types

of

grainstones
at

the

the

Richfield.

commonly

same time,

show

provide

indication that the dissolution process was by no means complete
(Figure 37).

I t seems reasonable to assume that the slow-moving

groundwaters became saturated with respect to CaSIfy before they were
able

to

cement.

completely dissolve
The

compactlonal

remaining

reduction

a ll

cement

of the

of

the

framework

p o re -fillin g
inhibited

newly-developed

anhydrite
any

solution

la te r

enlarged

moldic and solution enlarged Intercrystal line types of porosity.
One of the more Interesting solution features associated with
Richfield

carbonates

1s

that

of

so-called

"half-moon"

(Carozzl, 1963) which are present In certain intervals.

ooids

Such ooids,

o rig in a lly composed of alternating concentric bands of ca lc lte and
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Figure 37.

O riginally a Pelletal Wackestone/
Packstone Which Has Been Completely
Dolomitized. Moldic Pores Exist
Where Detritus Was Replaced by
Anhydrite and Leached Away. Note
the Incomplete Solutioning of PoreF illin g Anhydrite.
4761.5' Gus Pappas #1 35X PL Zone 9.
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Figure 38.

anhydrite

(or gypsum),

Half-Moon Ooid. 4727.8'
Anderson 1-31 35X PL Zone 5.
have had th e ir more soluble constituents

dissolved out resulting in a collapse of the remainder of the ooid.
The insoluble material which has collected on the bottom of the
cavity forms an excellent geopetal fabric.

A level surface at the

time of dissolution 1s also implied (Figure 38).
Solution of oolds probably occurred 1n the fresh water vadose
environment where solution by undersaturated meteoric water causes
the preferential removal of any aragonite present (Longman, 1980).
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I t seems lik e ly that the oo lite shoals which developed within the
periodically agitated waters of the Richfield lagoon were In te r
m ittently exposed to such an environment.
S tylolltes

represent

yet

another

within Richfield carbonates.
manifestations

of

sediment b u rial.

solution-related

feature

Relatively abundant, they are the

pressure-solutlon

phenomena

associated

with

According to Bathurst (1975) the amplitude of a

s ty lo lite gives the minimum thickness of material dissolved and that
Its d ig itate form Is a consequence of variations
the interface.

1

n s o lu b ility along

S tylolltes themselves are generally dark-colored and

composed of fine-grained, Insoluble residue (Figure 39).

Solutions

liberated by the s ty lo lltlz a tlo n process can act as new sources for
cement

and

can,

therefore,

cause

further

cementation

of

any

available nearby pore space.
S ty lo lltlz a tlo n can also favorably affect carbonate reservoirs
by creating fractures in the manner described by Nelson (1981).
However,

any

mlcrofracturlng

produced

by

s ty lo lltlz a tlo n

1n

Richfield carbonates Is observed to have been cemented by anhydrite,
yielding a cementation reduced fracture type of porosity (Figure
39).
Summary of Porosity Development in Richfield Carbonates
The subregional dissolution of aragonite and the replacement of
limestone by dolomite were the
contributed

t8 o

Richfield

two main processes which f ir s t

reservoir

development.

The

cement

framework of the dolomite, besides Increasing porosity, served to
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Figure 39.

Dark-Colored S ty lo lite With
Associated Fractures. Note
That Fractures are Completely
F ille d by Anhydrite.
4694' Anderson 1-31 35X PL Zone 3.

in h ib it the compactlonal effects caused by the solutloning of some
later-stage replacement and p o re -fillin g

anhydrite.

Hydrocarbon

emplacement occurred once a ll diagenetlc modifications were complete
and inhibited any further cementation of porous intervals.
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Richfield Anhydrites
General Statement
Anhydrites within the Richfield Member exhibit a variety of
structural morphologies, each of which provides Insight Into deposltlonal environment and mode of anhydrite formation.
the

nodular-type

anhydrites

are

thought

to

The majority of

be the

product

of

subaqueously-deposlted gypsum which has dlagenetlcally transformed
through dehydration Into anhydrite.

Studies suggesting a similar

origin of anhydrite Include those by Dean, Davies,

and Anderson

(1975), Davies and Nasslchuk (1975), B.C. Schrelber, Catalano, and
E. Schrelber (1977), and Loucks and Longman (1982).
Nodular Anhydrites
When s a lin itie s within the Richfield lagoon Increased to the
point of gypsum saturation,

small gypsum crystals would begin to

rapidly precipitate and accumulate on the lagoon flo o r.

According

to Schrelber (1978), such primary gypsum crystals may grow singly,
as twins,

1

n clusters, or

1

n massive banks.

A necessary prerequisite for subaqueous gypsum formation Is
oxygenated conditions.

Gypsum Is unable to form below the photic

zone due to the lack of free oxygen and the presence of sulfatereduclng bacteria (Schrelber, Roth, & Helman, 1982).
Once gypsum begins to grow, I t grows rapidly, and may Incorpo
rate liv in g algal mat material within 1t (Figure 40).

The s a lln lty -
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Figure 40.

tolerant

algal

Large Anhydrite Nodule Which Has
Incorporated Algal Mat Material
Within i t During Growth.

mats remain

viable

in

this

gypsum-precipitating

environment as long as they are able to obtain sufficient lig h t and
water.

When s a lin itie s become too great, algal mats cease growth

and massive gypsum banks are precipitated (Schreiber et a l. , 1982).
These

comparatively

impervious

massive

anhydrite

zones

of

the

Richfield are important from a production standpoint in that they
serve as ideal cap rocks for the o il

and gas-bearing carbonates
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Immediately underlying them.

These anhydrite zones are la te ra lly

persistent, with thicknesses ranging between

2 -1 2

feet In the study

area.
Richfield

anhydrites

which exhibit

vertical

to

subvertical

configurations are believed to represent original subaqueous gypsum
which grew as large, upward-growing, palmate to vertically-aligned
crystals on the lagoon flo o r.

Although transformation of the gypsum

to anhydrite Involves dehydration and a roughly 40 percent volume
loss, the vertical megastructure of the crystals may be preserved
(Schrelber et a l., 1982).

The carbonate, clay, and organic Impuri

ties which o rig in ally outlined the gypsum crystals served also to
highlight

and

preserve

the

gypsum crystal

transformation to anhydrite at depth.
Loucks and Longman (1982)

for the

shapes

upon

th e ir

A model has been proposed by
transformation of

subaqueous

palmate gypsum Into both randomly-aligned and vertically-aligned
mosaic anhydrite (Figure 41).
The more equant-shaped nodular anhydrites within the Richfield
are believed to have grown dlsplaclvely within sediments of the
supratldal facies In a setting sim ilar to that of the present day
coastal sabkhas of Abu Dhabi, UAE (Butler, Harris, & Kendall, 1982).
According to Shearman (1985),

such nodules commonly arise by the

alteratio n of earlier-formed lenticular gypsum.
A dissolution/precipitation process whereby each gypsum crystal
1

s made over Into a loose aggregate of anhydrite crystals

1

s respon

sible for the In it ia l growth of the nodule.

According to Shearman

(1985),

anhydrite

at

f ir s t

this

process causes the

to

roughly
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pseudomorph the original gypsum crystal, but as additional anhydrite
crystals are added the pseudomorph grows Into a nodular mass which
soon no longer resembles Its precursor In any way.
The Ca^+ and S0 ^ ‘ ions used In the formation of the original
pseudomorph were supplied by the gypsum precursor.

Once this source

of Ions has been used up, enlargement of the pseudomorph can only be
achieved i f additional Ca^+ and S0 ^ “

1

ons are supplied from some

external source, namely the In te r s titia l brines of the surrounding
sediments.

The nodule continues to grow as long as there Is a

continued supply of 1ons (Shearman, 1978).
Growth of the nodule 1s produced by the development of new
crystals,

not by the enlargement of existing crystals.

As new

anhydrite crystals grow, they tend to push pre-existing crystals
aside which, in turn, causes displacement of the surrounding host
sediment.
selves

These new crystals are created within the nodules them

by

the

process

of

"collision

breeding",

whereby

the

scratching of the Individual crystals against one another rapidly
nucleates new crystals (Shearman, 1978).
In thin section the nodules exhibit the fe lted , subfelted, and
aligned-felted textures described by Malklem et a l.

(1969).

As

noted by Shearman (1985), crystals along the outer edges of nodules
have a strong tendency to lie

subparallel

nodule

are

(Figure

composition,
p latelets.

42).

Nodules

consisting

only

Dlagenetlc p y rlte ,

within some nodules (Figure 43).

of

to the margin of the

generally

aggregates

however,

extremely
of

small

pure

1n

anhydrite

1s occasionally observed

Since only minor areas within the
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Figure 42.

Felted Texture of Anhydrite Nodule. Note That the
Anhydrite Crystals Along the Outer Edges Tend to
Lie Subparallel to the Nodule's Margin.
4747' Anderson 1-31 35X XP Zone 7.

Figure 43.

Diagenetlc Pyrite Within Anhydrite Nodule.
4793.25' Anderson 1-31 35X XP Zone 9.
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anhydrite nodules have had th e ir sulfate reduced to sulfide, I t Is
presumed that the reducing solutions were either not verystrong or,
1

f

strong,

were not present

for

any extended period of time.

Strongly reducing solutions present for extended periods would have
completely

reduced

a ll

of

the

sulfate

comprising

the

nodule

(Krauskopf, 1979).
Crystal!otoolc Anhydrites
The most Intriguing anhydrites present In the Richfield Member
are the crystallotoplc, need!e-1 ike laths which are found In te r
spersed throughout many of the carbonate units.
laths are found

1

These anhydrite

n a ll of the carbonate llthofacles types of the

Richfield.
In polished
bounded crystals

slabs the laths are observed as dark,

sharply-

which range in length between 1-20 mm.The sharp

crystal boundaries and rectangular terminal shapes Indicate that the
laths

are primary anhydrite

and that

they did not have gypsum

precursors (Shearman, 1978; Schrelber et a l. ,

1982).

In many In 

stances the laths transect bedding yielding a decussate texture.
some Intervals they are densely distributed while

1

In

n others they are

extremely sparse or non-existent.
In thin section the laths are clearly seen to be of an early
replacive origin

shown by the incorporation of dolomite

within the anhydlrte (Figure 44).

rhombs

The anhydrite laths frequently

Intersect one another (twins?) and In some cases the growth of one
w ill cause bending of the other (Figure 45).
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Figure 44.

Dolomite Rhombs Incorporated Within Anhydrite
Lath. Lath is at Extinction. 100X XP.

Exactly what in itia te s nucleation of the anhydrite laths
unknown.

is

Nucleation sites could possibly be areas with small, pre

existing evaporite grains or nucleation may be controlled in some
way by organic components.
appropriate

water

Whatever the nucleation mechanism,

chemistries,

temperatures,

required for anhydrite formation (Hardie, 1967).

and

pressures

are

Some modification

of these boundaries may be necessary due to the presence of trace
amounts of organics (Cody & Hull, 1980).
Crystal growth rates do not appear to be uniform.

Dolomite

inclusions within the anhydrite laths suggest that once nucleated,
in it ia l growth rates are rapid (Kastner, 1970).

A point is reached,
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Figure 45.

however,

when growth

Intersecting Anhydrite Laths.
Lath A Cross-Cut Lath B (a t
Extinction) Causing Bending. 35X XP.

rates

decline

and the

surrounding matrix

material is pushed aside rather than Incorporated within the crystal
(Figure 46).
Laths are prim arily found within the more porous and permeable
zones of the R ichfield.

They are commonly, but not exclusively

found concentrated along such permeable pathways as algal mats,
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Figure 46.

Anhydrite Lath (a t Extinction) in a Dolomite
Matrix. Note Densely-Packed Dolomite Rhombs
Along Lath Margin. 100X XP.

fractures, and s tylo lites which served as preferential conduits for
the sulfate-rich fluids which migrated through the sediment (Figures
47, 48, and 49).
It
above

is common to find high concentrations of laths d irectly
massive

anhydrite

units

(Figure

50).

This

proximate

relationship suggests that the sulfate-rich fluids from which the
laths precipitated originated from the partial dissolution of the
underlying massive sulfates during compaction or from the water of
c ry s ta lliza tio n released as gypsum goes to anhydrite.

Where laths

are found v e rtic a lly fa r removed from any massive anhydrite units,
the

fluids

in

a ll

likelihood

originated

from the

release
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CENTIMETRE
Figure 47.

Anhydrite Laths Concentrated
Along Algal Mat Layers.
4744.9' Anderson 1-31 12.5X PL
Zone 7.

Figure 48.

Anhydrite Laths Concen
trated Along Fractures
in M icrite.

•*4
no
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CENTIMETRE
Figure 50.

Figure 49.

Dense Concentration of
Anhydrite Laths Directly
Above Massive Anhydrite
Unit.

Anhydrite Lath Associated with
S ty lo lite Seam.
4694' Anderson 1-31 35X PL Zone 3
•*4

in te r s titia l

fluids during compaction and not from synsedlmentary

processes.
Careful

scrutiny of the relationships between the anhydrite

laths and the surrounding sediment provides Insight Into the timing
of lath emplacement.

Observations Indicate that the laths could not

have formed prior to compaction of the sediment.
Randomly orientated anhydrite laths In an algal dolomlcrlte are
Illu s tra te d In Figure 51.
sediment,

the compaction process would be expected to have re

aligned them
them.

Had these laths formed In uncompacted

1

n some sort of horizontal fashion and broken some of

Observation Indicates that this Is clearly not the case and

that the e a rlie s t point at which the laths formed was at least after
compaction of the sediment had occurred.
As an example of the proposed process the stages of lath
development can be shown d 1 agrammat1 cally for the algal dolomlcrlte
(Figure 52 A,B,C).

The sediment was orig in ally deposited as algal

mat and m lcrite Interbeds (Figure 52 A).

Compaction and dolomltl-

zatlon followed shortly thereafter (Figure 52 B).

The dolomltlza-

tlon process releases Ca^+ ions Into the surroundings, while compac
tion serves to expel sulfate-rich fluids from adjacent sediments.
Anhydrite laths then begin to form throughout the sediment (Figure
52 C) yielding the observed decussate texture (Figure 51).
The formation of these crystallotoplc anhydrite laths occluded
a great amount of In tercrystallin e and In terp article porosity within
the

Richfield

carbonates.

Where

laths

are

observed

In

some

limestone units they can be seen to have completely destroyed the
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Figure 51.

Randomly Oriented Anhydrite
Laths in Algal Dolomicrite
(Decussate Texture).

entire matrix and formed a complex, interlocking network of cross
cutting anhydrite laths (Figure 53).
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MICRITE

ALGAL MAT

DOLOMICRITE

B
ALGAL MAT

ANHYDRITE

LATH

FORMATION

Figure 52.

Schematic Representation of Proposed
Stages of Lath Development. (A)
Original Deposition as Interbedded
M icrite and Algal Mats. (B) Dolom itization and Compaction Causing
Release of Ca Ions and expulsion of
Sulfate-Rich Fluids from Adjacent
Sediments. (C) Anhydrite Laths
Develop and Grow Randomly Throughout
the Compacted Sediment.
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m
Figure 53.

CENTIMETRE
Network of Anhydrite Laths
Totally Destroying Limestone
Matrix.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The

Richfield

Member

of

the

lower

Middle

Devonian

Lucas

Formation 1n northeast Isabella County 1s a sequence of Interbedded
carbonates

and

anhydrites

which

unconformably

overlies

coralline, black limestones of the Amherstburg Formation.

the

Richfield

lithofacles within the study area re fle c t deposition In a complex
mosaic of evaporative supratldal,
environments.

In te rtid a l,

shoal, and subtldal

An arid setting and restricted marine circulation

were conducive to the onset of early diagenesis within the Richfield
carbonates.
The present variations

In Richfield

porosities were caused

almost e n tirely by post-depositlonal dlagenetlc changes.

The car

bonate units have undergone pervasive dolomltlzatlon of mud matrix,
leaching of allochems, and extensive anhydrite v o id -fillin g .

The

best porosity developments are associated with p artial to complete
dolomltlzatlon of the carbonate mud.

Replacement of dolomlcrlte by

anhydrite and la te r solutlonlng of replacement fabric anhydrite also
contributed to secondary porosity within the carbonate reservoirs.
The primary sulfates provided a source for the anhydritlzlng
solutions which produced both the early dlagenetlc crystallotoplc
anhydrite laths and the la te , po1 k1 1 1 t 1 c blocky and bladed anhydrite
cement.
Thermal maturation of hydrocarbons within both the Richfield
Member and the underlying Amherstburg Formation presumably occurred
78
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during Early M1ss1ss1pp1an to Early Pennsylvannlan time.

The bulk

of the hydrocarbons migrated upwards from the Amherstburg Formation
Into the porous Richfield dolomites during this time and accumulated
within the tectonlcally-folded structural traps of the study area.
Vertical hydrocarbon migration to the top of structures was Impeded
by younger, more massive Richfield anhydrites.

Hence, the lowermost

dolomitlzed strom atolltlc zones of the Richfield appear to have the
highest potential as d r illin g targets within the study area.
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